MEDIA RELEASE
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Ghosts, twins and echoes; otherworldly art at PICA

Dead Ringer
Curated by Leigh Robb
14 November – 27 December
Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts
Opening Friday 13 November, 6 – 9pm
From doppelgangers to ghosts, Dead Ringer is a deliciously dark exhibition set to open at the
Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts in November.
PICA will be transformed into a haunted space, a hall of mirrors and Gothic nightmares via an
exhibition that examines identities operating outside of the body - from other-worldly
encounters to parallel universes and quantum entanglement (a hypothesized phenomenon that
Einstein called “spooky action at a distance”).
The exhibition unites an original group of artists whose works negotiate the extremes of
portraiture through film, painting, photography, installation, 3D printing, hypnosis and
transcendental meditation to identify the apparitions, simulations and doubles that have surfaced
in recent dialogues about contemporary culture.

Bringing together over twenty artists across diverse art forms, cultures and time zones. Dead
Ringer artists include Brook Andrew (NSW), Megan Cope (QLD), Churchill Cann (WA),
Rachael Dease (WA), Keg de Souza (VIC, originally WA), Mikala Dwyer (NSW),
Tim Gregory (NSW), Brent Harris (VIC), Glenn Ligon (USA), Steve McQueen (UK),
Leo Maguire (UK), Angelica Mesiti (NSW), Mongi Mthombeni (ZA), Lena Nyadbi (WA), Ron
Nyisztor (WA), Fiona Pardington (NZ), Peter Porkalari (NT), Lisa Reihana (NZ), Stuart Ringholt
(QLD), Paddy Henry (Teeami) Ripijingimpi (NT), Kynan Tan (NSW, originally WA),
Curtis Taylor (WA) and four unnamed Tiwi artists (NT).
Lisa Reihana’s video installation Tai Whetuki – House of Death, lures the viewer into a thick
tropical forest of a Tahitian chief mourner. Reihana’s work brings together various Pacific
mourning rituals and creates a richly cinematic space where rituals from different times and
traditions overlap in a visceral lamentation for lost souls.
Martu artist Curtis Taylor presents a new film on country with his elders and describes, both
in his dialect and through painting and scarification, the rite of passage into manhood.
Keg de Souza interviews ‘ghost catchers’ in Indonesia, all shot through mirrors, which appear
again in her reflective installation where figures and voices ricochet around the room. Nearby,
these stories have been described in drawings that glow in the dark inside an inflatable tent.
Possessed, Brook Andrew’s new body of 8 silver gelatin photographic composite prints, give
voice to previously silenced histories within a Gothic Australian landscape.
Angelica Mesiti’s three channel video work In the Ear of the Tyrant draws on the myth of
Echo, set in a cave in a Sicilian landscape, a now lost dialogue. This aural double evokes ideas
of ritual lamentation and death.
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PICA’s ongoing programs are primarily supported by an investment from the State of Western Australia through the Department of Culture and the Arts in association with Lotterywest,
assistance from the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body. PICA is supported by the Visual Arts and Craft Strategy, an initiative of
the Australian, State and Territory Governments. . Dead Ringer has been supported by ART5000, the City of Perth and the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority.
Leo Maguire, Untitled, 2014 (detail). Archival pigment inks on Japanese Awagami paper. Image courtesy and © the artist.

